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� As from January 1st,  2018, the French Covered Bonds law only allows SCF to subscribe own issued RMBS up to 10% of 
the nominal amount of the Covered Bonds and other liabilities benefiting from the “privilège”.

� AXA Bank Belgium (ABB) has therefore transformed its Covered Bond programme (AXA Bank Europe SCF – ABE SCF) to 
align to those new rules.

� The effective change occurred on December 15, 2017.

� The Transformation of the structure means that securities will no longer be transferred via RMBS, but RMBS will be replaced 
by (1) Direct Sales of Belgian mortgage loans from ABB to ABE SCF and (2) Secured Loans between ABB and ABE SCF. 
French assets will remain to be transferred via Promissory Notes.

� This combination allows ABB to optimize its balance sheet and to have more flexibility to issue in the market.
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AXA Bank Belgium – Key Figures (31/12/2016)

Operation Profit EUR 74 MM

Net Income EUR 98 MM

Production of Mortgage Loans EUR 2.9bn

CET1 / CET1 Ratio EUR 936 MM / 19.3%

Leverage Ratio / LCR 3.8% / 169%

AXA Banque France – Key Figures (30/06/2017)

Net Income EUR 0 MM

Production of Mortgage Loans EUR 1.4bn

CET1 / CET1 Ratio EUR 328 MM / 8.7%

Leverage Ratio / LCR 3.1% / 122%
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� The assets of ABE SCF were mainly made up of internal AAA-rated RMBS Notes (Royal Street 2 AAA: EUR 2.9bn / Royal 
Street 3 AAA: EUR 2.7bn).

� The vote of the “Loi Sapin II” in December 2016 allows ABE SCF to substitute the RMBS by Secured Loans. This is the 
solution used by French SFH.

� Therefore, ABB has now 2 solutions to transfer the securities to ABE SCF: (1) Direct Sales of Belgian mortgage loans by 
ABB to ABE SCF and (2) Secured Loans between ABB and ABE SCF.

� On December 15, 2017, ABB sold a EUR 5.6bn portfolio of prime Belgian residential mortgage loans directly to ABE SCF.

� For existing outstanding Covered Bonds Series, interest rate hedging is still in place and asset pool swaps have been added 
to transform the WAC on Belgian mortgage loans into floating rate payable on IR swaps for OFs.
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Covered Bonds programme characteristics Covered Bonds programme characteristics 

� The EUR 9bn AXA Bank Europe SCF (ABE SCF)
program was initially set-up in 2010 as the funding
platform for AXA Bank Belgium (ABB)

� AXA Bank Europe SCF is licensed as a
specialized credit institution with the status of a
Société de Crédit Foncier under French law to
issue Obligations Foncières

� AXA Bank Europe SCF is fully supported by AXA
Bank Belgium via a separate comfort letter
required by ACPR as part of the licensing process
and a cash advance mechanism

� AXA Bank Europe SCF is legally bankruptcy
remote from AXA Bank Belgium

� Since November 2014, AXA Bank Europe SCF is
also used as a funding platform for AXA Banque
(France)

� EUR 5.6bn of prime Belgian residential mortgage loans originated and serviced by ABB; and

� EUR 970 MM of Mortgage Promissory Note backed by guaranteed French residential home loans originated by AXA Banque
(France) and serviced by Crédit Foncier de France (CFF). The underlying residential loans are benefiting from a guarantee
mechanism (“mécanisme de caution”) granted by Crédit Logement (rated Aa3/AAL by Moody’s/DBRS).

Issuer AXA Bank Europe SCF

Programme Size EUR 9bn (Current outstanding: EUR 5.65bn)

External Ratings Aaa/AAA (Moody’s/Fitch)

Collateral

EUR 5.6bn prime Belgian residential mortgage 
loans originated and serviced by AXA Bank 

Belgium; and
EUR 970 MM French Mortgage Promissory Note 
backed by prime French guaranteed home loans 
originated by AXA Banque (France), serviced by 

CFF and guaranteed by Crédit Logement

OC
18.5% Currently

(5% min. committed)

European 
Legislation

UCITS & CRD Compliant / ECB Eligible

ECBC Label Yes

Listing Luxembourg Stock Exchange

Cover PoolCover Pool

AXA Bank Belgium AXA Banque (France)

As of 11/30/2017 As of 11/30/2017

Outstanding Loan Balance EUR 5.6bn EUR 1.3bn

WA Loan Size EUR 91k EUR 137k

WA Initial LTV 68.9% 71.4%

WA Current LTV 59.9% 71.0%

WA Interest Rate 2.3% 2.0%

WA Seasoning 36 Months 23 Months

WA Remaining Term 195 Months 201 Months
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Disclaimer & Important NoticeDisclaimer & Important Notice

� Disclaimer & Important Notice

This material (the "Material") has been prepared by AXA Bank Belgium solely for use in the program update presentation and is provided by AXA 
Bank Belgium "as is" without warranty or guarantee of any kind to recipients. This Material is provided for illustrative purposes only and is not 
intended to provide, nor should it be interpreted as providing, any facts regarding, or guarantee or prediction or forecast of, the likelihood that 
investors in the securities described herein will receive payment of principal or interest.

This Material is strictly confidential and it is strictly prohibited to reproduce by any person and/or redistribute to any person, in whole or in part, 
other than its original recipient. AXA Bank Belgium and its affiliates, directors, officers, employees or agents do not accept any liability whatsoever 
for the action and use of this Material by any person.

Some information contained herein and other information or material may include forward-looking statements based on current beliefs and 
expectations about future events. These forward-looking statements are not guarantees of future performance and are subject to inherent risks, 
uncertainties and assumptions about AXA Bank Belgium. Those events are uncertain, and their outcome may differ from current expectations, 
which may in turn significantly affect expected results. Actual results may differ materially from those projected or implied in these forward-looking 
statements. Any forward-looking statement contained in this Material speaks as of the date of this Material, without any obligation from AXA Bank 
Belgium to update.

The delivery of this Material shall not in any circumstance imply that the information contained herein is correct at any time subsequent to the date 
of this Material. While the information set out in this Material comprises a description of certain provision of the transactions described herein (the 
"Transactions"), it should be read as a summary only and it is not intended as a full statement of the provisions of the Transactions. 

This Material does not constitute an offer document of any kind and shall not be considered as an invitation to invest.

Any investment decision to buy or purchase securities related to this Transactions must be based on the information contained in Royal Street 
compartment RS-2 and compartment RS-3 prospectuses and/or the covered bond prospectus (together, the "Prospectuses"). In particular, 
investors should pay particular attention to any risk factors described in Prospectuses.

Only the contents of the covered bond prospectus are binding on AXA Bank Belgium.

This Material is distributed solely for information purposes and should not be treated as investment advice. It has no regard to the specific 
investment objectives, financial situation or particular needs of any recipient. No representation or warranty, either express or implied, or 
undertaking of any nature, is provided by AXA Bank Belgium or its affiliates, directors, officers, employees or agents in relation to (i) the accuracy, 
completeness or reliability of the information contained herein and/or (ii) the various parties in the Transactions. 

This Material should not be regarded by recipients as a substitute for the exercise of their own judgment. Any opinions expressed in this Material 
are subject to change without notice and AXA Bank Belgium is under no obligations to update or keep current the information contained herein. In 
addition, institutions mentioned in this Material, their affiliates, directors, officers, employees or agents may make purchases and/or sales as 
principal or agent or may act as market maker or provide investment banking or other services in respect of the Transactions. Neither AXA Bank 
Belgium nor any of its affiliates, directors, officers, employees or agents accepts any liability whatsoever for any loss or damage of any kind arising 
out of the use of or reliance upon all or any part of this Material. 

You should consult with your own legal, regulatory, tax, business, investment, financial and accounting advisors to the extent that you deem it 
necessary, and make your own  investment, hedging and trading decisions regarding the suitability of this Transactions, based upon your own 
judgment and advice from such advisers as you deem necessary and not upon any view expressed in this Material. 

This Material does not constitute an offer to sell or the solicitation of any offer to buy the securities described herein in any jurisdiction to any 
person to whom it is unlawful to make the offer or solicitation in such jurisdiction. The distribution of this Material and the offer or sale of the 
securities described herein may be restricted by law in certain jurisdictions. In particular, no action has been taken by AXA Bank Belgium which 
would permit a public offering of any securities or distribution of this Material in any jurisdiction where action for that purpose is required. Persons 
into whose possession this Material may come must inform themselves about, and observe, any such restrictions on the distribution of this 
Material and the offering and sale of securities. In particular, there are restrictions on the distribution of this Material and the offer or sale of 
securities in the United States and the European Economic Area (including, inter alia, the United Kingdom, Belgium and France). 

This Material does not constitute an offer of securities for sale in the United States. The securities referred to herein have not been and will not be 
registered under the U.S. Securities Act of 1933, as amended, and may not be offered or sold without registration thereunder or pursuant to an 
available exemption therefrom. No public offering of securities will be made in the United States. 

This Material may have been sent in an electronic form. You are reminded that documents transmitted via this medium may be altered or changed 
during the process of electronic transmission and, consequently, neither AXA Bank Belgium nor its affiliates, directors, officers, employees or 
agents accepts any liability or responsibility whatsoever in respect of any difference between this Material distributed to you in electronic format 
and hard copy versions. 


